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Contiki ECM SAP ERP Integration
Synchronize your company register and contracts between SAP ERP and Contiki
ECM
At Exari we know that our users don’t want to enter data more than once, but in today’s landscape of
business software solutions this is often the reality. We want to make life easier by ensuring that integration
is a straightforward, risk-free activity so that work processes can be seamless and tasks can be completed
more quickly without the frustration of doing unnecessary duplication of work.
The SAP integration between Contiki ECM and SAP is a SAP-approved standardized integration that has
been pre-tested and fully complies with SAP standards for technical integrations, enabling the integration to
be installed out of the box. The integration streamlines the work process for SAP and Contiki ECM users as
both companies and contracts will be synchronized automatically. It reduces the complexity of maintaining
data and the risk of duplicates by eliminating any double work that would otherwise have to be done when
entering or updating data in both Contiki and SAP.
Framework agreements (Outline agreements in SAP) are sent from Contiki ECM to SAP upon award. Contiki
ECM sends information about the contract and awarded company to SAP. The outline agreement is then
automatically created in SAP, and if the awarded company doesn’t exist in SAP it will be created according
to company policies. Changes registered in Contiki ECM on a contract during its lifetime are automatically
synchronized with SAP, ensuring that e.g. spend limits and end dates are fully updated so that your company
can use the contract as intended.
Company information is maintained in SAP and synchronized with Contiki ECM, reducing the risk of creating
duplicates. As we all know duplicates increases the complexity and work load for your employees as they
will have to look for and update information in several places.
The SAP integration points between Contiki ECM and SAP ERP are based upon the middleware software
SAP Process Integration (PI). This enables customers who use Contiki ECM for contract management and
e-sourcing and SAP for ERP to quickly take advantage of the seamless processes integration between the
systems. With the SAP integration synchronization of companies and contracts is completely automatic,
ensuring that data is always up to date in both systems.
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Exari delivers the most complete Enterprise Contract Lifecycle Management platform, used every day by market-leading
companies to understand all aspects of their contract ecosystem worldwide. With Exari, customers can reduce contract
risk and improve operating efficiency with 100% Contract Certainty™.

